A general model in which the nearest-neighbor exchange interactions J(x⃗ ,x⃗ ′ ) are of the form J(x⃗ ,x⃗ ′ )=J 1 +J 2 ε(x⃗ )ε(x⃗ ′ )+J 3 [ε(x⃗ )+ε(x⃗ ′ )]+J 4 μ(x⃗ ,x⃗ ′ ) is considered. Here ε(x⃗ ) is a random site variable and μ(x⃗ ,x⃗ ′ ) is a random bond variable. It is argued that J 4 tends to produce the Edwards-Anderson-type spin glass, whereas J 2 produces a different type of phase which is like an alloy of up and down spins. That these two phases are distinct follows from the existence of a phase boundary in the J 2 −J 4 plane when J 1 =J 3 =0. A consistent, but qualitative, discussion of this model via the renormalization group is also given. A general model in which the nearest-neighbor exchange interactions J(%, %') are of the form J(%,, %') = J, + J,a(%)e{%') + J,te{%)+c(%')]+ J4p(%, %') is considered. Here «(i) is a random site variable and p,(%, %') is a random bond variable. It is argued that J4 tends to produce the Edwards- 
separating these two phases~This boundary has been treated both in mean-field theory' and in the c expansion' using the replication trick.
Before considering competition between AAF and SG ordering, it is useful to identify a general symmetry property of E(J"J"J"J4).By setting 7(x) =e(x)s(x), one finds that the partition function with J(x, x ) given by Eq. (2) is identical to that for J(x, x') given by J(x, x') = j, + J, E(x)e(x'}+J,[e(x) + e(x')] + J~V(x, x'), (6) where
can be considered a new bond-random variable. (ix) J"J"J"J40. In (11) ff" = -g {J, s (x)~s (x') +J,v (x)~r "(x') +J, [s"(x) T (x')+r" (x)~s (x')]}, (14) when J~= 0, and P(s (x), T (x)) =[P(s (x),~(x), e(x))],", (15) with P(s, T, e) =Pa(i s i )6(T -es ) .
{16)
[A(e)],"=p"A(+1)+q"A(-1) . If each site is occupied with anA atom with probability p"and a B atom with probability q"=1-p", the average of any functionA(e) is given by and ds P(s", 7,e)=P,(i~i').
where n is a replication index, (12) [2 ],"= ltd{s }d{q.}IIP(s and where we have introduced the spin probability distribution P,(i s" (x) i'). When J, =0, we wish [2"], " to be expressed in terms of the local order parameters s(x) and r(x) =e(x)s(x). Accordingly, we write These sum rules treat s and 7 symmetrically.
We, therefore, write P(s, T, e) P~(l s I'}P&(l'T I')e " ' '' . (19) For each value of v, there is a unique function P, which satisfies Eqs. (18). This function will in general be of the form exp(Q a, i s" i"), with a"&'-0 for all k. Equation (19) Equations (20) and (21) 
